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W HO N EEDS
T R UT H W H EN
Y O U’ VE G O T
J ESUS?

W oody Allen’s film Crimes and Misdemeanors tells the disturbing

story of ophthalmologist Judah Rosenthal (Martin Landau). Although
Rosenthal has a serene life, it begins to unravel when he has an affair
with a flight attendant. Rosenthal thinks he can lead a comfortable
double life—until his mistress resolves to tell his wife of the affair in a
move that will ensure the destruction of his family. When all attempts
to keep her from talking fail, Rosenthal resorts to hiring a contract
killer in order to have her murdered. After the dark deed has been
completed, he surreptitiously returns to her apartment. As he gazes
on her lifeless body, the gravity of his crime begins to sink in. Some
weeks later the growing guilt Rosenthal struggles with drives him back
to the home of his youth in search of some kind of solace and guidance. As he wanders through the house, he pauses at the dining room
while memories of a busy Passover Seder from his childhood begin to
flood back. As the scene unfolds in his memory, Rosenthal’s father,
Sol, is dutifully leading the service when his secular aunt May rudely
interrupts the “mumbo jumbo” proceedings. May’s condescending
dismissal of Sol’s piety prompts a debate among the guests concerning
the rationality of belief in God in the modern world. When one of
1
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the men at the table asks Sol what he would say if it turned out that
his faith was wrong, Sol resolutely replies that even if he is wrong, he
will still have lived a better life than the unbeliever. This prompts an
indignant retort from May: “Wait a minute. Are you telling me that
you prefer God to the truth?” Sol’s answer is instant and resolute: “If
necessary I will always choose God over truth!”1
I believe that this little story provides a sobering parable for the
state of much of contemporary evangelicalism. The dining room table
represents the public square of debate and discourse, a table that
bustles with the views of secularists, atheists, humanists, Muslims,
pluralists, Buddhists, and many others. Evangelicals have long seen
their role at the table in much the same way that Sol views his, as
defenders of the one truth against a world of error and skepticism.
In the midst of the cacophony of civil and uncivil exchange, the
evangelical soldiers on. Even as he faces critique and occasionally even
mockery, still he strives valiantly to defend the gospel. The commitment of evangelicals to this fight has occasionally waned as they have
been drawn by the lure of more worldly pursuits.2 However, in the
last decade a number of evangelical voices have expressed a renewed
dedication to the importance of truth for the wider community. For
evidence of this trend, consider the spate of recent books evangelicals
have published on truth in the last decade, including The Truth War;
Culture Shift: Engaging Current Issues with Timeless Truth; Total Truth;
Evangelical Truth; Time for Truth; Truth Decay; Whatever Happened to
Truth; The Wedge of Truth; Truth and the New Kind of Christian; and
(my favorite title) True Truth.3 And to cap it off, in 2006 Focus on the

1. For an astute discussion see Sander H. Lee, “If Necessary I Will Always Choose
God over Truth!” Woody Allen’s Angst: Philosophical Commentaries on His Serious Films
(Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 1997), 255–89.
2. For a discussion see David Wells, No Place for Truth, or, Whatever Happened to
Evangelical Theology? (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1993).
3. See John MacArthur, The Truth War: Fighting for Certainty in an Age of Deception
(Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 2007); Albert Mohler, Culture Shift: Engaging Current
2
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Family released a complete worldview curriculum entitled Focus on the
Family’s The Truth Project®, a watershed of unprecedented scope and
ambition intended to ignite the church’s passion for truth. All told,
the evidence suggests that evangelicals are showing clear signs of Sol’s
dedication to standing for the truth.
But what about the negative side of Sol’s witness? Is there evidence
that evangelicals have abandoned the virtuous pursuit of truth for the
sake of defending their own beliefs, true or not? Certainly this appears
to be the widespread assumption among non-evangelicals, as Joel
Kilpatrick suggested in his satirical book A Field Guide to Evangelicals
and Their Habitat: “The purpose of evangelical education, like the
purpose of Fox News, is to dispense with contradictory ideas with
as little thought as possible, resulting in eighteen-year-old biblically
literate virgins who vote Republican.”4 Whether or not this is a fair
characterization of evangelical education, Kilpatrick’s satirical description accurately reflects a common perception about it. Despite all this
talk of truth among evangelicals, many others at the table suspect that
they are really more concerned with perpetuating their own sectarian
ideology.5 So despite the fact that evangelicals loudly proclaim their

Issues with Timeless Truth (Colorado Springs, CO: Multnomah Books, 2008); Nancy
R. Pearcey, Total Truth: Liberating Christianity from Its Cultural Captivity (Wheaton,
IL: Crossway Books, 2004); Evangelical Truth: A Personal Plea for Unity, Integrity &
Faithfulness (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1999); Os Guinness, Time for
Truth: Living Free in a World of Lies, Hype, and Spin (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 2002);
John Stott, Douglas R. Groothuis, Truth Decay: Defending Christianity against the
Challenges of Postmodernism (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2000); R. Albert
Mohler et al, Whatever Happened to Truth (Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2005); Philip E.
Johnson, The Wedge of Truth: Splitting the Foundations of Naturalism (Downers Grove,
Il: InterVarsity Press, 2002); R. Scott Smith, Truth and the New Kind of Christian
(Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2005); Art Lindsley, True Truth: Defending Absolute Truth in a
Relativistic World (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2004).
4. A Field Guide to Evangelicals and Their Habitat (New York: Harper SanFrancisco,
2006), 131.
5. In his incendiary book American Fascists: The Christian Right and the War on America,
Chris Hedges warned that homeschooled evangelical children “are taught, in short, to
obey. They are discouraged from critical analysis, questioning and independent thought.
3
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fidelity to truth, critics suspect that they reflect nothing more than
Sol’s misguided piety: “If necessary I will always choose God over
truth!”
Even if people have the impression that evangelicals are willing to
sacrifice truth for the sake of their beliefs, surely the deeper question
is to ask whether this is in fact true. In this book I will argue that it
is indeed often true, certainly more so than evangelicals are typically
willing to admit. Time and again we have revealed ourselves to be
more interested in defending and perpetuating our beliefs on a given
issue than in discerning where the truth really lies. Often we have
preferred to secure our present beliefs against challenge rather than to
embrace the open risk of real dialogue. Even if we would never come
out and say that we choose anything, even God, over truth (after all,
what would that even mean?), our actions often suggest otherwise. As
a result, actions that may have been intended to secure the faith from
attack instead undermine our witness to others gathered at the table,
leaving them to conclude that we are not that serious about truth after
all but are simply pushing an “agenda.” And this ultimately leaves the
evangelical’s stance looking as ironic and pathetic as the beleaguered
rabbi in Allen’s film.
This brings me to the second part of my thesis. If we have often
shown ourselves to be less than diligent pursuers of truth, the solution
is straightforward, if not simple: we need to be doers of the truth
and not hearers only. And this means developing the character and
traits that always seek after truth in all things. With that in mind,
my goal in this book can be stated as follows: to challenge evangelicals,
other Christians, and everybody else to develop characters of truth that
are in harmony with their proclamations of truth. At a pluralist table
crowded with various opinions, where reasoned civil discourse is often
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trumped in favor of quick sound bites, we need now more than ever
to be faithful disciples of truth.
Since it is important to keep this kind of discussion grounded in
concrete reality, I will link my frequent engagement with evangelical
attitudes toward truth with respect to a very real, even if fictional,
evangelical who embodies both the nobler characteristics and attendant weaknesses of the tradition. His name is Ted, and he is a
forty-something evangelical who lives somewhere in the Bible Belt,
USA. Ted converted to Christ while attending a university twenty
years ago; he is married, has two children in college, and owns his
own sporting goods shop. Ted regularly takes the family out to Dairy
Queen after Tuesday night Bible study, ushers twice a month, and is a
genuinely nice guy. He also reads widely, especially in areas like apologetics and evangelism. While he loves his work, he views his primary
calling as that of an evangelist, though his style is typified more by soft
conversations that lead into matters of eternal significance than by
in-your-face questions like “Do you know where you’d go if you died
tonight?” Ted may love sports, his country, and his family, but he’ll tell
you that he loves the truth most of all. All this is important because,
far from being a caricature of our weakest link, Ted is a thoughtful,
educated, and amiable Christian. Indeed, he is just the kind of individual most pastors would love to recruit as a deacon or adult Sunday
school teacher (Ted is both). So, to the extent that Ted comes up short
in the rigorous pursuit of truth, it is a reflection on, and indictment
of, the wider evangelical community. With this in mind we will often
return to consider Ted’s opinions at various points in the book. But
before we get started, I will take a few moments to provide a brief
overview of the road ahead.

Getting Serious about Truth
And they believe, by the time they are done, a host of myths designed to destroy the
open, pluralist society” (New York: Free Press, 2006), 26.
4

Our inquiry into truth shall unfold in two parts. In chapters two
through six we will seek to identify core assumptions and practices
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that tend to inhibit our pursuit of the truth, as well as those that aid us
in realizing the pursuit of truth. This will provide the foundation for
the series of four dialogues that we will undertake in chapters seven
through ten.
The discussion shall commence in chapter two, “Truth Is Who
You Are,” where we will begin by considering the concept of truth as a
quality that applies not only to statements but also to persons. Sadly,
evangelicals have often had the wrong idea about what a character
formed by truth looks like. For instance, they have often located the
truthful character in the voice that speaks with the greatest passion,
conviction, and simplicity or clarity of vision. But if we have passion,
conviction, and simplicity without the subtler virtues to be examined in chapters three through six, our advocacy for truth could be
subverted even with the best of intentions. And this would leave us
perilously close to Sol’s dogged defense of his beliefs.
It can be unsettling to admit that our grasp of truth is always a
work in progress. Especially disconcerting is the notion that part of
the commitment to pursuing truth is the willingness to rethink even
our core fundamental beliefs. Interestingly, the Christian might worry
that this willingness to pursue truth wherever it leads could constitute
a form of betrayal. After all, aren’t we to treat Christ as supreme over
all other things? So how could we countenance the possibility of
rethinking—or even rejecting—the very individual who demands our
supreme commitment? If we believe that Jesus is the truth, then how
could we consider the possibility of rejecting Jesus as an act of fidelity to the truth? While I readily understand Ted’s reservations at this
point, my response shall come in chapter three: “If Jesus Were Not the
Truth, He’d Be the First Person to Tell You to Look Elsewhere.”
We all have a built-in tendency to retain and protect our beliefs
even when the evidence begins to mount against them. One way to
protect our beliefs in the teeth of such challenges is by reducing the often bewildering patina of reality to a stark range of either/or positions
like good or evil, right or wrong, and true or false, while stressing that
6
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our beliefs are the good, right and true. Like most Christians, Ted is
also prone to lapse into these simplistic binary opposites. So Ted often
protects his beliefs by assuming that his own position is the completely
good, right, and/or true one, while the opposing view is completely
evil, wrong, and/or false. Unfortunately, reality is rarely this simple,
and to insist that it is will inevitably lead to a range of distortions. In
chapter four, “Not Everything Is Black and White,” I will argue that
these kinds of binary oppositions are indefensibly oversimplified and
inhibit critical thinking. The person who has a character formed by
truth will forgo such oversimplified distortions and instead embrace
the inevitable complexity and ambiguity of truth.
When Ted views issues in black-and-white terms and assumes
that the evidence unequivocally supports his position, he is left with
a practical problem: How can he explain the fact that decent, rational
people continue to disagree with him? When boiled down to essentials, the answer seems to be that such disagreement must arise from
some serious intellectual or moral deficit on the part of the detractor:
that is, if truth really is this simple, then the person who continues to
disagree with Ted (or you or me, for that matter) is either ignorant
of the relevant evidence or aware of it but maliciously refusing to
acknowledge it. While this may be true in some exceptional cases
(there are a few crazy and wicked people out there), it surely is an
implausible way to explain most cases of ongoing disagreement. Or so
I shall argue in chapter five, “Those I Disagree with Are Probably Not
Ignorant, Idiotic, Insane, or Immoral.”
While Ted loves to engage others in discussions of truth, rarely
does he enter a conversation with a real openness to being converted
by the other. When he asks people to share their opinions, he listens
politely, but he doesn’t listen well. Truth be known, he really cannot wait for them to finish so that he can share his perspective, the
right perspective. Let’s not judge Ted too harshly here, for it surely
is hard to listen to others share their beliefs when you are convinced
that they are plain wrong and that you are perfectly right. But what
7
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happens when we admit that disagreement arises not only because of
an intellectual or moral deficit on the part of our detractors? What if
we admit that sometimes they may have good reasons to disagree with
us? Let’s go further: Could it be (dare we think it?) that the reasons
they have for their position might sometimes be at least as legitimate
as the reasons we have for ours? Perhaps even more so? In chapter six,
“This Conversation Could Change Your Life,” we will consider how
a truthful character commits us to the hospitality and vulnerability of
openly listening to others.

Truth in Conversation
By now it should be clear that commitment to the truth means much
more than a dogged adherence to the set of statements we happen to
believe. A commitment to truth is also a character-forming commitment to know reality as it is revealed in the world and our interaction
with others. So, a close-minded refusal to hear the truth in others is
incompatible with being people of truth. The real person of truth
is one who expresses a genuine willingness to listen to the other as
an equal conversation partner. That is precisely what we will begin
to do in the second section as we engage in a series of conversations
with four groups that are often marginalized by evangelicals: liberal
Christians, Darwinists, animal rights activists, and atheists.
We will begin with Ted’s hostility toward so-called liberal
Christians. For Ted, much of that hostility is directed at St. Joseph’s,
the small Episcopalian church that he passes every day on his way to
work. Ted takes a certain pride in the striking contrast between that
tiny communion and the gigantic and ostentatious suburban evangelical church that he attends, with its sprawling campus, sparkling
café, and spectacular fountains. While St. Joe’s is the frequent butt
of Ted’s jokes, beneath the humor lies deep puzzlement at, and even
hostility toward, the Christian liberalism that it represents. Ted has
heard that St Joe’s counts the local abortion doctor and a number
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of practicing gays among its congregants. And Ted has doubts about
its priest (or priestess?), a woman with short hair he saw at last year’s
missions conference. After hearing her open the morning session by
reading a prayer out of a book, Ted whispered to his friend: “Is it
any surprise that St. Joe’s is dead? They can’t even pray in their own
words.” But is that a fair assessment of St. Joe’s specifically and liberal
Christianity more generally? We shall explore this question in chapter
seven, “Not All Liberal Christians Are Heretics.”
While Ted harbors some antipathy toward St. Joseph’s, the controversies raised by liberal Christianity have never entered his comfortable
home. But another issue blew up this past Thanksgiving at the dinner
table. Mark, Ted’s son, had returned from his first semester of college
just hours before. Suddenly, right there over turkey and gravy, the boy
started spouting off nonsense about how the scientific evidence shows
that we are descended from monkeys. And to make matters worse, the
kid then had the nerve to suggest that this ridiculous theory of evolution didn’t contradict the Bible. “I’m not descended from a monkey!”
Ted snapped back. “And I’m not going to let an evolutionist make me
into one.” So shaken was Ted at Mark’s flirtation with Charles Darwin
that he even declined his usual second helping of pumpkin pie. While
this conflict may have led to a rather icy Thanksgiving, Ted and Mark
are not alone. Indeed, this same debate over origins has wreaked havoc
at many Thanksgiving tables as Christian students have returned from
universities with newly discovered ideas that challenge the deeply held
convictions of their parents. We will enter into the thick of this debate
in chapter eight as we consider the claim that “Not All Darwinists Are
Monkeys.”
Even if Mark is entertaining some pretty wild ideas, Ted is confident that the boy will sort himself out soon enough. (The creationist
book that Ted slipped into Mark’s suitcase before he headed back to
school should help.) In the meantime, Ted has a wonderful and supportive neighborhood. Just across the street there is a great Baptist
family and a fine young Pentecostal couple. And even if the neighbors
9
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on the north side are Mormons, they’re decent enough folk. Indeed,
they even lent Ted’s family their motor home for a trip to the Grand
Canyon last summer. Unfortunately, things are not quite as congenial
with the neighbors on the south side. Both of them are animal rights
wackos, who, according to Ted, “care more about an unborn eaglet
than an unborn baby.” Their sense of moral superiority is so overbearing that Ted’s wife has even become uncomfortable wearing the fur
he bought her for their fifteenth anniversary (a fact that Ted deeply
resents). And you cannot imagine their sanctimonious glances over
the fence every time Ted invites his small group from church over for
a backyard barbeque. Still, he must admit to getting a certain wicked
satisfaction in cutting into a juicy steak, knowing that those tofueating nut jobs are silently glaring from their patio. With so much
enmity, is it possible to save Ted’s relationship with his animal-loving
neighbors? Even if Ted cannot convince them to try a piece of his
triple-A prime rib, might they persuade him to sample a cube of their
tofu? We’ll turn to address this topic in chapter nine, “Not All Animal
Rights Activists Are Wackos.”
Liberal Christians, Darwinists, and animal rights activists—this is
a pretty ignominious list for your average conservative, Bible-believing
Christian. But every one of them would probably have a better image
than our last interlocutor: the atheist. And this is hardly surprising.
After all, while these other groups take a stand on a relatively peripheral issue, the atheist denies the most basic Christian confession
of all: the existence of God. If you want Ted’s opinion on atheism,
ask him about the fellow he interviewed last fall for a sales position
at his sporting goods store. The interview with this fellow—Osman
was his name—started out with promise, given his impeccable resumé
and clean-cut image. But things quickly began to go downhill when
Ted inquired about one entry on Osman’s resumé under “community
service”: his role as volunteer secretary for a local freethinker society.
As soon as Osman explained that he was an atheist, Ted immediately
determined to throw his application into the trash. What else could
10
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he do? After all, the Bible declares the atheist a fool (Psalm 14:1), and
one of the few things more foolish than being a fool is hiring one.
Case closed? Or is it just possible that not all atheists are fools? That
question shall occupy us in chapter ten.

Coda
In each of these four conversations we are seeking to develop the
disciplines of charity that go with a character formed by truth. In
each case the modus operandi involves a resolution to engage with the
other—the liberal, the Darwinist, the animal rights activist, and the
atheist—as an equal partner in dialogue and so to treat each one as
a person we can learn from and need to listen to. Given the overriding human penchant for responding defensively to those we disagree
with, this discipline of listening is an uncommon, even revolutionary,
notion.
If you’d like a metaphor for the unfolding conversation, I would
suggest that we switch from the roundtable of debate to the battlefield.
But not just any battlefield. I am thinking in particular of the 2005
film Joyeux Noël, which tells the incredible story of the spontaneous
Christmas 1914 truce in World War I that arose on the battlefield
between German, Scottish, and French troops. The cease-fire began in
an impromptu way on Christmas Eve when some of the Scots pulled
out their bagpipes and began to lead their fellow soldiers in some
festive carol singing. Then from the opposite end of the battlefield the
voice of a German opera star responded with a haunting rendition of
“Adeste Fideles” that rang out over the wasteland of frozen mud and
barbed wire. These modest gestures of common humanity in a time of
unremitting hostility culminated on Christmas Day with the officers
of both sides laying down weapons and meeting together to formalize
a temporary cease-fire and share a holiday of peace on earth, goodwill
toward men.
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As promising as the story is, the end of Joyeux Noël is bittersweet,
for once the holiday is over the cease-fire goes with it as the soldiers
return to their respective ditches and resume the senseless battle. At
that point we must part ways with the illustration, for I am not calling
for a temporary cease-fire on the battlefield of ideas followed by a return to the comfortable confines of the close-minded defense of party
lines, of all against one and one against all. Rather, I am calling for an
enduring truce based on a mutually shared desire to know the truth.
It is a truce that we adopt not because we are weak or cowardly or
lacking in the courage of our convictions. Rather, it is a truce rooted
in the fact that our deepest conviction ought to be the desire to know
the truth, as well as the willingness to see this same conviction in our
“enemies.” For too long we have objectified the dissenting voice at the
other end of the battlefield as nothing more than a target of conquest.
But what if we lowered our rhetorical guns and climbed out of the
ditch of our entrenched opinions to join the “enemy” on the field of
common humanity, united in our love for and pursuit of the truth?
This book offers the first modest steps toward just such a grand vision.
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A few years ago, back when Dan Brown’s The Da Vinci Code was

at the height of its popularity, I delivered a number of public lectures
critiquing the book’s tendentious historical claims. Near the beginning of one of those lectures, just as I was starting to explain how
historians reconstruct the past, a hand went up in the audience. Given
that I had hardly said anything at this point, I was a bit surprised
to see a question so early. But I was even more surprised when the
young man then blurted his question out abruptly: “What is truth?”
Judging by some of the confused glances from others in the audience,
I suspected that many people did not appreciate the relevance and/or
depth of the question. After all, they had come to hear about The Da
Vinci Code, not some highfalutin, philosophical expostulations on the
nature of truth. But even if we might have questioned whether this
was the most appropriate moment for the young man’s query, I had
little doubt that this would be the most profound and far-reaching
question to be asked that morning. And this is hardly surprising, for it
is a question with an impeccable historical pedigree, since it is the very
same query that Pilate memorably posed to Jesus two millennia ago
(John 18:38), and it has attracted the interest of thoughtful people
ever since.
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